
Experience luxury at an affordable price.

remote-controlled honeycomb and roller shades
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Ultra-quiet Serena® battery-powered shades install wirelessly 
and can be operated from anywhere in the room using a 
remote control. These luxury shades—starting at just $349 
—were designed with your lifestyle in mind.

Smart. Synchronized. Silent.
Battery-powered Shades by Lutron®

Two design styles 
Available in roller or insulating honeycomb shade styles

 Easy to install 
Shades install and operate without wires 

 Low maintenance 
Shades feature industry-leading battery performance, and 
batteries can be replaced without taking down the shades

Fashionable aesthetics  
Choose from a wide variety of fabric colors and textures

Cordless design 
A safe solution for homes with children or pets  

Smart device control 
Use the Smart Bridge and the free Lutron App for 
convenient control from anywhere

Warranty 
Shades are backed by Lutron’s 8-year warranty

Roller shade Insulating honeycomb shade

Honeycomb energy savings  30 

Wireless control options  32
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Visual appeal
Block the sun in style. Press one button  
and shades move in perfect unison, staying  
aligned across adjacent windows — giving your 
home a unified look both inside and out.  

In this room

Smartphone 
with Lutron App

Sheer roller shade  
in Bistre, Nutmeg
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Convenient control
Transform your kitchen. Soften harsh  
daylight quickly and easily, creating the  
perfect ambiance for entertaining.

In this room

Single-cell, Sedona  
honeycomb shade in Truffle 
from the Designer Collection

Before

Wireless RF 4-group control 
with “favorite scene” button
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In this room

Temperature management
Recline in comfort. Prevent the midday sun from  
turning your sunroom into a sauna. Press one button  
to lower shades, keeping you cool and comfortable.

Before

Wireless RF 4-group control 
with “favorite scene” button

Double-cell, light-filtering  
honeycomb shade in Storm  
from the Rio Collection
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In this room

Relax and unwind
Escape. With your handheld remote, you can adjust  
the position of your shade mid-soak, giving you the
convenience you need and the break you deserve.

Sheer roller shade  
in Monomer, Dusk

Pico® wireless control 
with tabletop pedestal

Before
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Peaceful rest
Sleep in. Settle down for a great night’s rest. Close  
shades from the comfort of your bed, ensuring that  
the morning doesn’t come too early.

In this room

Blackout roller shade  
in Hue, Grey

Pico® wireless control 
with tabletop pedestal

Before
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In this room

Pico® wireless control 
with tabletop pedestal

Quiet operation
Ensure sweet dreams. Your baby will sleep soundly 
as shades silently lower, blocking the daylight to create 
an ideal atmosphere for slumber. Shades are cord-free, 
so you can rest assured that your baby is safe.

Blackout roller shade  
in Palette, Pepper

Before
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In this room

Pico® wireless control 
with tabletop pedestal

A shade for every space
Redefine every room in your home. Your family will 
love the high-tech factor of battery-powered shades, 
and at this price point, you’ll love the value.

Translucent roller shade  
in Ream, Charcoal

Before
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Smartphone with  
Lutron app

In this room

Room transformation
Relax on your couch. With a single button press, 
lower all shades without getting up. Sit back and let  
the movie take you away. 

Single-cell, room-darkening 
honeycomb shade in Wine  
from the Rio Collection
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Comfortable workplace
Stay focused. Eliminate glare from the computer 
screen and reduce strain on your eyes. Lower your 
shades to filter the sun’s harsh rays and provide the 
optimal light level for your home office.

Before

In this room

Pico® wireless control  
with Claro® wallplate

Translucent roller shade in  
Sheerlite 3, Charcoal/Grey
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In this room
Wall-mounted Pico® 
wireless control with 
Claro wallplate

Protection for interiors
Over time, the sun’s rays can damage hardwood floors 
and furnishings. Use Serena® shades to conveniently 
block those rays and protect your valuables.

Single-cell woven  
in Espresso

Before
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Control within reach
Add convenience. Adjust hard-to-reach, second  
story shades safely and effortlessly. Operate your 
shades with the touch of a button from anywhere in  
the room. 

Before

In this room
Wireless RF 4-group remote 
control with “favorite scene” 
button

Translucent roller shade  
in Palette, Blanc
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In this room

Pico® wireless control  
with Claro® wallplate

Single-cell, light-filtering  
honeycomb shade in  
Sand from the Rio Collection

Hardware color options

Snow Biscuit Sienna

Unwavering stability
Keep your shades where they are meant to be. Our cable-guided 
honeycomb shades are perfect for challenging locations such as doors  
or areas with heavy air flow. This shading solution will ensure that your 
shades only move when you want them to. 
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Roller Essentials Collections

Shades are available in a variety of fabric colors and textures. Choose from 
sheer, transluscent, and blackout fabric options.

Sheer

• Open weaves preserve views to outside and filter sunlight

• Ideal for rooms where you don’t need complete privacy

Translucent

• Tighter weaves transform harsh daylight into a soft,  
  filtered glow

• Provides increased privacy for spaces like bathrooms

  Blackout 

• Opaque fabrics block light from entering the space

• Ideal for bedrooms and media rooms for complete privacy 

Fabric collections

Roller shade without fascia— 
for windows that will use a separate,  
custom top treatment

• Versatile design that works with  
  cornices, swags, drapery, or valances

Roller shade with fascia— 
for a complete, finished look 

• Fabric-wrapped fascia matches  
  the roller shade fabric

Top treatment options

Easy maintenance

Tip down the headrail. Change the batteries and tip  
headrail back into place.

• Innovative headrail simply tips 
  forward to reveal the battery tray— 
  without taking the shade down

Serena® roller shades are available in over 75 fabrics, including cool 
hues and bold colors that pop. 
 
Palette (blackout and translucent) a wide array of colors ranging  
from nature-inspired hues to vibrant bolds (blackout fabrics are the 
same color on both sides) 

Sheerlite 3 and Sheerlite 5 (sheer) solar screen fabrics with  
two-toned color weaves 

Hue (blackout) a timeless color palette with classic neutrals and  
standard bolds (fabric is dual-sided with a white backing)

Monomer (sheer) delicate linens in warm neutrals

Bistre (sheer) textured linens in simple, classic tones

Format (sheer) smooth fabrics in colors that range from  
sophisticated whites to deep neutrals

Ream (sheer) a warm selection of bolds with a subtle shimmer

Loom (translucent) woven, natural fibers in warm earth tones 
 
Check out our wide range of colors at www.lutron.com/Serena  
or download the Lutron Fabric Collections app on the App Store. 
 
Note: Light transmittance can affect color appearance of sheer and 
translucent fabrics.

Roller shades

* Matching cordless manual shade options are also available.

A contemporary and stylish window treatment that combines 
superior functionality with a clean and elegant aesthetic.
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When selecting a shade fabric, you don’t need to sacrifice fashion for 
function. Whether you want to cut glare, add insulation, or block sunlight, 
you can choose from a beautiful palette of colors and textures that will 
meet those needs, all while adding a signature look to every space.

 Light-filtering – Single-cell   
•  Transforms harsh daylight into a soft, filtered glow
•  Provides varying levels of privacy from the outside
•  Saves energy with insulating fabric and design

 Light-filtering – Double-cell   
•  Allows some light to filter into the space
•  Saves even more energy with double-cell  

insulating design

 Room-darkening – Single-cell   
•  Blocks light from entering into a space
•  Creates complete privacy from the outside
•  Saves the most energy due to aluminum lining

Fabric collections

Cyprus (light-filtering or room-darkening) traditional neutrals

Monaco (light-filtering or room-darkening) warm tints in spun lace

Rio (light-filtering or room-darkening) a variety of colors from whites 
and tans to bold hues that pop

Sedona (light-filtering) airy sheers in a natural palette

Prague (light-filtering) earth tones paired with woven linen

Napa (light-filtering) textured, soft neutral tones and rich browns 
 
 
Check out our wide range of colors at www.lutron.com/Serena  
or download the Lutron Fabric Collections app on the App Store. 
 
Note: Light transmittance can affect color appearance of  
light-filtering fabrics.

Easy maintenance
Our exclusive Tap n’ Tilt™ technology makes changing the batteries a breeze, without ever 
removing the shades.

Remove and replace all 
batteries from each tray2To replace

batteries

Peel Here

Press              buttons above
headrail to expose batteries

1
To view instructional video on how to replace batteries please 
visit: www.lutron.com/cellularshades/batteryreplacement or
call 800.523.9466 to speak to a customer service representative 

Remove and replace all 
batteries from each tray2To replace

batteries

Peel Here

Press              buttons above
headrail to expose batteries

1
To view instructional video on how to replace batteries please 
visit: www.lutron.com/cellularshades/batteryreplacement or
call 800.523.9466 to speak to a customer service representative 

e
e

Simply press the release  
buttons, allowing the headrail  

to tilt forward.

Change the batteries. Snap the headrail  
back into place.

Honeycomb shades

Serena® honeycomb shades are available in a variety of opacities  
and colors.

* Matching cordless manual shade options are also available.

A stylish, functional, automated shade that adds 
convenience, enhances your décor, and saves energy.
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Lowering shades in the summer prevents the 
sun’s rays from heating up a room, while raising 
them in the winter captures heat from those rays, 
helping you save energy and money.

Serena honeycomb shades capitalize on that 
energy savings. In fact, they can double the  
insulation of your windows.

Serena honeycomb shades have pockets that 
trap air, providing superior insulation when  
lowered. They come in a variety of styles, and  
as you can see from the following chart, deliver  
varying R values depending on the style. 

Summer energy savings Winter energy savings

Reflect summer sun and keep inside air cooler Prevent heat loss in winter, keeping inside 
air warmer

Honeycomb shades

Sedona
Collection

NapaPrague

Light-filtering
single-cell

Light-filtering
single-cell

Light-filtering
single-cell

Light-filtering
double-cell

Monaco 
Cyprus

Monaco
Rio

Monaco
Cyprus
Rio

R” Value
is the capacity of 
an insulating material 
to resist heat flow. The 
higher the R Value, 
the greater the insulating 
power — which means 
energy savings for you 
in the summer and winter! 0.7 0.9 3.4 3.5 3.6 4.3

Sheer
single-cell

Room-darkening
single-cell 

Style

R=2 
for standard 

window 
panes

Good Better Best

“
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Serena® honeycomb shades

Effortless 
energy 
savings



The wireless RF remote control

Control from anywhere in the room

Radio frequency (RF) remote control
An RF wireless control operates via radio frequency, allowing 
flexible control of your shades from anywhere in the room. This remote 
is ideal for use with shades installed behind a drapery, a valance, or a 
cornice because the remote’s signal doesn’t require line-of-sight to the 
shade for it to operate flawlessly.

You can choose from a single-group Pico® wireless control or a  
4-group control.

With the new Smart Bridge from Lutron, you can control your 
shades from anywhere in the world using your mobile device. 
Simply plug the bridge into your wireless router and download 
the free Lutron App for the ultimate in shade control.

And with the ability to set timeclocks to adjust your shades 
automatically at certain times of day, you can truly automate your 
shade control. This feature adds a measure of security, giving 
the impression that you are at home even if you’re on vacation.

Single-group RF remote control

This option allows you to control a single shade or multiple shades with one button press.

Pico wireless control 
with a tabletop pedestal

Hand-held Pico  
wireless control

Pico wireless control 
with a Claro® wallplate

4-group RF remote control
This remote has four buttons. Each button can be programmed to a 
single shade or to a select group of shades that you want to control at 
the same time.

This control is only available as a hand-held device and can’t be  
wall-mounted or placed on a pedestal.

  You can:
• use the Pico® as a hand-held device
• mount it wirelessly to a wall
• place it on a tabletop pedestal

Pico wireless control with 
a tabletop dual pedestal

The Smart Bridge and Lutron app

Control from anywhere in the world
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www.lutron.com/Serena

World Headquarters 1.610.282.3800
Serena Support: 1.888.445.8063

© 2015 Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.    P/N 367-2446 REV E

See how easy it is to:
• Measure for Serena® shades
• Choose the control that’s best for you
• Install the shades
• Program the control
• Change the batteries
 
 For more information and step-by-step videos on these 
   topics, please visit www.lutron.com/Serena.


